
Overlord Knife
https://www.simac.fr/en/produit-4203-Overlord-Knife

SKU Designation French Law Blade length (cm) Length (cm) Weight (g) MSRP

TK0010
Overlord Woodland CPM 154

- green case 
D 11.43  24  207  712.00 € incl. tax

TK0009
Overlord Shadow Black CPM

154 - Black 
D 11.43  24  207  712.00 € incl. tax

Ideal choice for airborne operations and demanding missions!
With an overall length of 9.2" and a blade length of 4.5", the Overlord is the standard for the airborne
community. Featuring a CPM 154 steel blade and tanto style tip, the Overlord is ideal for stabbing or forcing.
The sharp edge is optimal for slicing or cutting through difficult objects, while allowing you to sharpen the
entire blade.

Whether used to cut static lines for towed paratroopers or to use the blade edge during ground operations, the
blade's fluted edge proves to be an optimal addition to the Overlord, increasing the capabilities of the war
fighter in all missions. The grip pays homage to traditional battlefield stickers over the past 100 years.
Individual finger grooves are meticulously machined into the G10 to provide a slip-free grip with or without
gloves.

Total length: 23.37 cm
Blade length: 11.43 cm
Handle length: 11.94 cm
Handle material: G10
Steel: CPM 154
Blade finish: KG Gunkote
Blade thickness: 4.76 mm
Blade hardness: 59-61 Rockwell
Weight: 207g
FlexTech KYDEX® sheath included

 

The sheath and strap retention system is extremely tight and flush to the skydiver's leg, allowing for an
extremely smooth pull. Equipped with 1.5" mounting hardware and industrial neoprene elastic straps, this
blade is ready for that ankle-breaking PLF. Once you've hit the ORP and have some downtime , quickly
switch your leg mount to a MOLLE mount (not included) to wear on your gear.

 

Technology :

TDT: multiple heat treatment and non-oxygen thermal normalization and cryogenic finishing to harden
external austenitic steel. The guarantee of an ultra regular molecular structure and maximum hardness.

Plus de visuels
disponibles
sur le site

 

https://www.simac.fr/en/produit-4203-Overlord-Knife


MicraCoat surface treatment: Maximum anti-corrosion protection thanks to a thermal multi-layer
application. Minimal thickness for exceptional protection.
Dynamic Fluting handle: a multiaxial sculpted structure which ensures both comfortable handling and
perfect grip of the knife.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


